Abstract: African Swine Fever (ASF) is viral infection which causes acute disease in domestic
We focus on a predictive stochastic ASF model based on empirical geographical data incorporating organizational network of regions, empirical forest, swine, and wild boar density as well as theoretical organizational structure of the pork production supply chain. This model would be equipped with decision support systems as a tool for epidemiologists. In the preliminary setup, we perform early epidemic growth estimation and simulate landscape-based propagation.
Preliminary Results -Early detection:
Set of dependent variables stocks counts farm/pigs/wild boars in each of the groups, and agents (farm/pigs/wild boars) can change states according to schema: Let's define important epidemiological variable (Jarynowski, 2011) basic reproduction rate: R 0 =inf *durat, where: inf -infectivity, durat -detection time/elimination time. The early detection method in zeros approximation can be done by fitting the incidence curve to the exponential function (Diekmann, et al. 2013) , resulting estimation of the infectivity coefficient per month (inf~1.25) [Fig. 2] . With these calculations and critical value of the basic reproduction rate of the epidemic (R0=1), the effective outbreaks detection and elimination times (D) could be estimated. 
Network representation of outbreaks:
For each affected counties (18 poviats up to August 2017) time series of ordered arrival times is construct T=[t1,.., tx,.., t18], where t1=1 (week of introduction to Poland).
We obtain the directed cumulative network [Pic. 4] from 100 trees representing 100 realization of observed outbreak. We cut off links which appears only once. 
Preliminary Results -Landscape-based propagation:
In the spatial model we use forest coverage, pig population in poviats and the distance between centroids of poviats. We use pseudo-gravitational models of short and long-range interactions referring to the socio-migratory behavior of wild boars and the pork production chain. We do not estimate directly model parameters and only run over suitable parameter space. We run set of simulations for selected subspace of parameters a-swine amount significance, b-disease vectors (wild boards) significance, c-pork production chain significance.
where a, b, c -simulation parameters; i, j -poviats; P -normalized amount of pigs; F -coverage of forests; p ij -probability of infection from a neighbor; g ij -probability of infection from a whole networks; d ij -angular distance between centroids of poviats.
We use the simplest SI (Susceptible, Infectious) model on the level on poviats, where with probability p ij disease can be transmitted from already affected poviat i to an previously not affected poviat j, which is a neighbor to j. Long distance transmission can be done with probability g ij .
Pic. 5) Examples of simulation spread with seeds in poviats Mońki and Biała Podlaska for next 4 years with possible propagation barriers around invaded infected regions.
[Left] Medium swine and vector significance (a,b), high pork production chain factor (c).
[Right] Low swine and vector significance (a,b), no pork production chain factor (c).
Pic. 6) Most likely paths of infection. Reorganized map of Poland according to ASF risk.
Preliminary Conclusions:
ASF not only veterinary public health problem, but probably the most important current economic threat in Eastern Europe causing already few billions EUR yearly losses. It spreads from East to West of Europe with speed of around 200km per year. In future, we want to predict most likely paths of propagation.
From early warning perspective -It is enough to control epidemic with elimination time D shorter than 3 weeks (where 1-2 weeks are the time from exposure to the first clinical symptoms).
The most important conclusion from regressions is, that pig heads strongly explain both probability of introducing ASF as well as epidemic size (which is in contradiction to Estonian study (Depner, et al. 2017) ). On the other hand, the forest coverage explains a little the arrival time of ASF (the same as in Estonian study (Depner, et al. 2017) ).
Spatial modeling in a certain range of parameters proves the existence of a natural protective barrier within boarders of the 'Congress Poland' [Pic. 5] . The spread of the disease to the 'Greater Poland' should result in the accelerated outbreak of ASF [Pic. 5] .
We reconstruct the most likely future paths of infection and classified regions possible for paths as "Kujawy" and direct jumps into "Greater Poland" -Polish Swine district [Pic. 6] .
The epidemiological situation in regards to ASF in pigs in Poland seems to be controlled (Pejsak, et al. 2017 ), but inversely further long-distance ASF spread in wild boar by human difficult to control issue, but easily predictive by regressions models. In future our models would be equipped with decision support systems as a tool for veterinarians.
